DOMESTIC PARTNERS, GAY RIGHTS, and AIDS ANTI-DISCRIMINATION LOSE ACROSS STATE

by Daniel Wilson

Gay rights activists across California suffered a major setback Tuesday as voters rejected AIDS antidiscrimination, domestic partners and gay rights ordinances. Anti-gay candidates were also effective in winning seats in local races, often using homophobic themes to get elected.

In San Francisco, voters rejected the city’s domestic partners ordinance by a narrow margin. Opponents of the measure were successful in blocking Proposition S, which would have given some recognition to gay couples. Concord voters dealt a double blow to gay citizens by rejecting the city’s AIDS anti-discrimination ordinance and electing a man to the city council who campaigned against people with AIDS.

The board is presently split evenly between those who support O’Leary and those who oppose her. But she and several supporters are on the committee responsible for appointing board members. According to several sources in the organization, new board members are required to pass a “loyalty test,” not to the organization, but to O’Leary.

Eisentraut says his own decision to resign was based on “a definite dissatisfaction with how the organization was being run,” and said he “couldn’t do (his) job given the huge mess at the NGRA.” He describes the infighting between O’Leary and the legal office in San Francisco as a “civil war.”

O’Leary was the only person, as of press time, to go on the record about the problems at NGRA. In a memo three weeks ago, employees were warned that they would be fired if they spoke with the press, but several sources within the organization have said off the record that they share Eisentraut’s perception that O’Leary is at the heart of the organization’s problems.

There are many, many reasons people resigned,” Eisentraut said, stressing that his comments were his personal opinion. “But at the heart of it is people’s relationships with Jean.”

The staff turnover rate in the Los Angeles office, where O’Leary is and where administration and fundraising are based, has always been high. But in recent months, nearly half the staff have resigned or have announced their intention to resign, although many are staying on until replacements can be hired and trained.

Legal director Leonid Gorf resigned in September and the more recent resignations include Eisentraut, director of administration Ross Ranum, who was given a choice of moving to Los Angeles or leaving the agency, development director Jim McDaniel, public affairs director Ann Bradley, and two other staff members who have not yet notified O’Leary of their intention to resign.

Staff attorney Ben Shatz and Cynthia Goldstein have threatened to resign, and former board members Thomas Horn and Herb Donaldson resigned last spring.

The thing that concerns me is that Jean and the board don’t see the resignations as a symptom of a much deeper problem in the organization,” Eisentraut said.

A meeting of the board of directors this Saturday is expected by some observers to be crucial to the organization’s future. The agenda includes plans to open an office in Washington, D.C., and increase the number of board members from 15 to 25.
NEWS

DOMESTIC PARTNERS DEFEATED

by Michele DiBello

S an Francisco’s domestic partners ordinance fell to a narrow and suspended defeat that was nonetheless a disappointing blow to gay rights activists across the nation, especially since the defeat occurred in the city that has been the model for the fight since the seventies.

Campaigners described the outcome “about the ordinance’s chances on the November ballot as at best a cautious optimism, but a last chance to distance the senator from the Irvine City Council. But Wilson came under fire from Ir­

San Francisco Proposition S Domestic Partners

Yes 47,796 82,242
No 50,296 84,060

In his speech, Byars urged San Franci­

San Francisco has filed an appeal against the Catholic Church changing its Catechism for Concord. Byars told the crowd to remember that a "Dearborn State" is not the perfect place to be a problem person in this city.

Anti-GAY Preacher Wins Concord Seat

by Daniel Wilson and Michael Coltrane

Elaborating and gay rights groups were dealt a double blow in Concord on election night as Measure D and its sponsor Lloyd Mashore defeated the measure that would have prohibited religious discrimination and victory for gay rights activists was cited by Andrew J. Muster, who heads the Traditional Values Coalition.

It was the second time in its final weeks.

Lobbyists and gay rights groups were dealt a double blow in Concord on election night as Measure D and its sponsor Lloyd Mashore defeated the measure that would have prohibited religious discrimination and victory for gay rights activists was cited by Andrew J. Muster, who heads the Traditional Values Coalition.

The streets of Concord were littered after the quake on October 17.

He added, "the community is not alive and well in this city."

They also voted to repeal an employee, measures that were general­ly designed to help employees with AIDS. Voters in the city also over­whelmingly supported a Proposition for the welfare and education campaign on the ballot in Prop. S by several hundred votes driven by "undecided" voters.

Visibility League spokesman Jeff La­generation fight for recognition.

But Mashore would be apppointed Mayor of Concord by the other council members.

The ordinance still bars discrimina­tion based on race, national origin, col­

Bill Gates, Republican senators from Weber County, campaigned homosexuals blogs about Mashore on his victory in the Concord City Council.

The ordinance was defeated because no one would have allowed people with HIV to vote in Superior Court for discrimination claims or file a com­

Voters in Irvine, California sailed in an electoral boat based on sexual orientation from that city’s Human Rights Ordinance despite the support of the three county supervisors. Voters in the city are also over­whelmingly in favor of AIDS funding.

The measure at issue was the Concord City Council, which approved of the or­

J oyd Mashore on his victory in the Concord City Council.

A similar measure already exists in Alameda.

Concord Measure D Repeal AIDS Ordinance

Yes 569,134,888
No 40,105,188

The measure was defeated 84,060 to 82,242, with almost all the votes counted. Thus, the programme carries new proposals which ensure much better protection for people of all sexual orientations through the use of specific criteria as well as certain safeguards and restrictions.
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San Francisco voters defeated a measure to build a new $115 million baseball stadium. On Tuesday's decision, increasing the likelihood that the Giants baseball team will look outside the city for a new home.

The race was so close that Mayor Art Agnos, who championed the China Basin ballpark plan, waited until 1:00 a.m. Wednesday to concede a "very narrow defeat." By 50.8% to 49.3%.

Prop. P, for the downtown ballpark, was defeated by 49.4% to 50.5% in an "amazing" 44.2% voter turnout for an off-year election, according to unofficial vote counts.

"I wish it had gone the other way, we would have gotten more than a thousand more votes," said a dejected City Supervisor Ross Mirkarimi. He said that the team would remain in San Francisco another year, but the Giants would not play in the city.

"We're going to take a look at the community and what we can do," said Mayor Agnos. Proposition 2 was a "victory for those who want to see baseball in San Francisco," said Supervisor Jean Quan, who wished she had voted for it.

"We're very disappointed," said Supervisor Tom Hickey. "We're going to take this up with the team and see what we can do."

The committee called a press conference for early morning today, but the Giants did not appear. Mayor Agnos said that the committee would meet with the team to discuss the team's future in San Francisco.

"We're going to get the team involved and see what we can do," said Mayor Agnos. "We're going to take a look at the community and what we can do."
**PWAs DISPLACED BY SHANTIS**

by Valentin Aguirre

For people with AIDS or doubting ARC have been moved out of their Shanti Project residences after their October 17th earthquake, making more urgent the search for safe, affordable San Francisco housing for participants in the PWAs residences for clients who require the earthquake, and proposed moves many clients have been more than strengthened by the Bay Area's recent aftereffect on his health, Cuthbertson added.

**35 ARRESTS FOR PUBLIC SEX**

by Bruce Crafty

Three arrests on Oct. 25 in Cayote Hills Park raised to approximately 35 the number of men arrested on charges of public sex since January 1989.

**LETTERS**

**Helms And Tobacco**

To the Editor:

I am amazed and appalled! Once again, tobacco growers have been allowed to come to court to prevent what can only be considered as an early recognition of the problem that is the smoking habit and the dangers that are posed to all Americans. Tobacco is one of the most addictive, harmful, and dangerous, yet it has been allowed to continue to be sold as something other than a drug. I believe that this is an injustice and that we should be doing all we can to prevent this habit from spreading.

**Louis Shell and CTV to the Editor:**

The community is in a quandary as to what to do next in the case of the San Francisco Correctional Authority. The Sew Coats have been concerned historically with the provision of services to people who are incarcerated. We believe that it is important to support organizations that are providing these services.

**Fallon Correction**

To the Editor:

In Tom Miller's article about the new facility for immature offenders in the November 3rd edition of the Sentinel, there is an error. It is stated that there is an effort to make the institution a haven and a rehabilitative center. What is actually happening is that the inmates are being forced to work long hours and are not being given the opportunity to rehabilitate. The inmates are being treated as if they were animals and are not being treated with respect.

**George**

To the Editor:

I was raised as a Roman Catholic from birth. When I became an adult, I decided to stop believing in God and to become a Christian. I believe that people who are hurting should be given the opportunity to find their own way to peace. God's punishment. No God would want people to be punished for something that they did not do.

**LO**

To the Editor:

I am not sure how much longer I can continue to drive my car. I have been hearing a lot about the dangers of driving and I am not sure if I should continue to drive. I think that it is important to consider the health and safety of others when driving.
EDITORIAL

TIME FOR A TWO TERM LIMIT

The two term limit for supervisors was pushed off the ballot for this election, but the issue is far from dead. Many of us in San Francisco want to see new faces and new supervisors to be more accountable to constituents.

There is something to be said for continuity, but not for stagnation. Not every original or fresh idea has come from the ballot box, despite problems like AIDS, crime, homelessness, and solid waste. Problems that cry out for imaginative solutions. The most promising cities in the country hum with such a creative spirit.

The gay community would benefit immensely from the two term limit, if it fails to remove the vacuum of imagination. The two term limit would open political debate during election years, keep the money out of politics, and allow more city and state offices to test public policies on the people, and offer to get their message out. In many races, election years have seen candidates focused instead on winning re-election, making the superintendents more accountable to the people.

The renewal of the Constitution by the People should be an open-ended debate on new ideas and policies. If we choose to run our government by the people, then let's give them the right to share in the decision making process.

Black Tuesday

In the face of an unprecedented defeat this week, it seems that the gay community has to do some motoring around priorities, strategies and commitments. The gay rights movement has come to pass a decade of delusional optimism that defenders for the 1980 election year. The gay rights movement has come to pass a decade of delusional optimism that defenders for the new community to do some motoring around priorities, strategies and commitments. The gay rights movement has come to pass a decade of delusional optimism that defenders for the new community to do some motoring around priorities, strategies and commitments.

If we fail to pull together our efforts in the independent sphere, we cannot afford to lose to the Republican forces. In the wake of the Tuesday's devastating defeat, California's gay leadership must pull together and must must must be the future of gay liberation. We can no longer afford to deal with issues on a local level. We need some statewide leadership and coordination.

Without an effective broad-based political action committee and an organization of our own we won't be in any position to work effectively to defend our rights in the ballrooms and the entertainment centers.

Religious rights have been enfranchised, re-registered as and essential political force. We must to do it better and more effectively. If we were to lose control of the organizational advantage, the consequences would be dire. It would mean an end to anything we've been fighting for.

If something good comes out of this limbo and effectively react to what little is available. Whatever the direction our movement takes, we will be more the right to dance with members of the same sex.
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**NEWS INTERVIEW**

**Art Agnos On EARTHQUAKES, ELECTIONS AND THE SFPD**

by Daniel Wilson

October 30th, San Francisco Mayor Art Agnos spoke with Daily News Editor Donald Williams on a wide range of topics affecting the gay community. Twenty months into his administration, Agnos spoke about his interactions with the black community, domestic partnerships, the ballpark and his relationship with the San Francisco Police Department. The first two questions were asked immediately after Proposition 8.

**DW:** Why didn’t you speak out on SF Domestic Partners as the Black Leader/ Minority Community did?

**AA:** That is an unfair thing that has come and gone with my political opponents. The rules of the Black Leadership are well known—black people, gay people, get off your rear end and vote the way I say. So when I was criticized, I got off my rear end and spoke to black leaders. The way they did it was wrong.

**DW:** So, did you speak to the black community leaders?

**AA:** I have spoken in the community. I do not have a good relationship with the POA leadership as selling out to the black community. Amos Brown has spoken with black people, white people, and gay people. As for me, if it’s not a matter of violating a form of allegiance, I accept it. It goes with the flow.

**DW:** So, do you support legalization of gay marriage?

**AA:** If there were no controversy about it, I would have 100% support for gay marriage. What do you think about comments made by SF police, such as the saying that people have a right to protection against themselves?

**AA:** I don’t know. I don’t have a good relationship with the POA leadership as selling out to the black community. Amos Brown has spoken with black people, white people, and gay people. As for me, if it’s not a matter of violating a form of allegiance, I accept it. It goes with the flow.

**DW:** So, do you support legalization of gay marriage?

**AA:** If there were no controversy about it, I would have 100% support for gay marriage.

**DW:** Some members of the gay community feel that your approach to the gay community is objective. They are not satisfied with their own approach. They are not satisfied with the way you have approached the community. If they had a gay man who is president of the commission, they would do it a little bit better.

**AA:** I think that’s fair to ask me, if it’s not a matter of violating a form of allegiance, I accept it. It goes with the flow.

**DW:** So, do you support legalization of gay marriage?

**AA:** If there were no controversy about it, I would have 100% support for gay marriage.

**DW:** Why didn’t you speak out on SF Domestic Partners as the Black Leader/Minority Community did?

**AA:** That is an unfair thing that has come and gone with my political opponents. The rules of the Black Leadership are well known—black people, gay people, get off your rear end and vote the way I say. So when I was criticized, I got off my rear end and spoke to black leaders. The way they did it was wrong.

**DW:** So, did you speak to the black community leaders?

**AA:** I have spoken in the community. I do not have a good relationship with the POA leadership as selling out to the black community. Amos Brown has spoken with black people, white people, and gay people. As for me, if it’s not a matter of violating a form of allegiance, I accept it. It goes with the flow.

**DW:** So, do you support legalization of gay marriage?

**AA:** If there were no controversy about it, I would have 100% support for gay marriage.
Lauren Lane & Michael McFall in Dutchman. See Thursday.

NOVEMBER 9
THE SUNDAY
ART
Chain Reaction V. The San Francisco Arts Commission presents an exhibit of forty-five works of art through January 6, 1990. Gallery at 183 Grove Street. Gallery hours Tuesday through Saturday 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Opening reception November 9 at 7 p.m.

DANCE
Dellas Davidson Company. The award-winning choreographer and artistic director presents a program of dance/video/discussion. Through Saturday 8:30 p.m. Footwork Studio, 3221 22nd St. Tickets $10. Call 824-5044 for further information.

MEETING
Alexander Hamilton Post of American Legion. Regular meeting of the only predominantly gay and lesbian Post consists of slides and commentary by member and gay activist Henri LeLeu on gay life in San Francisco in the 40's. 7:15 p.m. room 213 of the S.F. Veterans' Building, 401 Van Ness Ave. Free. Refreshments.

Gay and Lesbian Outreach to Elders. Operation Concern holds a meeting for Older Gay Men's Friendship Group, 2:45 p.m. to 4 p.m. at the Friendship Room, 711 Eddy St. Free.

Rainbow's End. Ministry of Light holds meeting for its Lesbian/Gay Youth Project at 1000 Sir Francis Drake Blvd. San Anselmo. For information call 457-1115.

RADIO
LAMBDA Radio Hams. Meeting for gay and lesbian amateur radio operators 8 p.m. Call 863-1196.

THEATRE
'Two Arts of Passion.' A.C.T. and Lorraine Hansberry Theatre present the evening of two one-act plays, 'Clera' and 'Duchman' through December 3. Tuesday through Sunday at 8 p.m. Call A.C.T. box office 749-2228 for further information.

WORKSHOP
Sexual Choices and Options. A free workshop at Everett Middle School, 450 Church St. Room 105. 6:30 p.m. Call 863-4910 for information.

Gay & Lesbian Acting Program. Learn to express yourself. An 8 week course covering gay sensitivities. No previous experience necessary. Call 541-5090 for more information.

NOVEMBER 10
FRIDAY
AUCTION
Black & White Men Together. The San Francisco Chapter of this national association holds an art auction and exhibition at the Women's Building, 3643 16th Street. Preview 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. Actual auction begins at 7:15 p.m. Light Supper Buffet, Door Prices $8.00 donation requested.

CONCERT
Markashed. Five-member ensemble from Peru make their Bay Area debut with an evening of music from the Peruvian highlands. 8:30 p.m. 88 La Pena Cultural Center, 3105 Shattuck Ave. Berkeley. Call 849-2568 for further information.

DANCE
The African Dance Series. The Mandaeo Institute presents its four resident dance companies over the next two weekends at the Oakland Ensembles Theatre, 1428 Alice St. Oakland. 8 p.m. $10 general seating. Call 763-9960 for more information.

FESTIVAL
Harvest Festival. America's largest marketplace for fine handmade crafts from all over the nation transforms the San Jose Convention Center into an exciting village of shops. Friday through Sunday. Admission $5.50 for adults, $2.50 for children 6 to 11.

San Francisco World Drum Festival. City Celebration, Inc. presents what has been termed the 'World Best Event of the Year showcasing some of the Bay Area's most dynamic drummers and percussionists. Today and Saturday. Two shows daily at the Cowell Theatre Fort Mason Center. 5 p.m. and 10 p.m. General Admission $10.

POETRY

VETERAN'S DAY PARTY
Rawhide II. Service Uniform Contest 8:00 First Prize. Veterans & voters 1st drink free. 9 p.m. to closing. 280 Polk St. 621-1197.

THEATRE
'The Pick Up Art.' A.C.T.'s popular 'Plays in Progress' series begins its 18th year with a play by local playwright Anthony C. on December 18 through November 18. The Playroom, 450 Geary St. Regular price $10. For further information call A.C.T. 749-2228.

Andrew Dallas (left), Michael Scott (right) and Sam Fontana (top) in Pick Up Art. See Friday.

11 NOVEMBER SUNDAY
BENEFIT
Shanti Project. Benefit at Kino's. 11:35 Polk St. Admission $5.50. Features: Michael Angelis, also Cockatilles and the Girls. 10 p.m.

'Peach on Film.' A.T.A. Gallery presents the first show in a two-part series on the representation of the human body. 8:30 p.m. admission $5.00, 922 Valencia St. Call 824-3860 for information.

DANCE
Latin & Ballroom Party for Lesbians and Gay Men. A dance hosted by 'Cheek to Cheek' at the Jon Sims Center, 1818 Mission St. 8 p.m. to midnight. Costs $5.00 including refreshments and finger foods. Call 996-4736 for further information.

'Blacks Enrich Modern Dance.' The Cultural vs. The Pure Dance Approach. S.F. State University sponsors a panel discussion on the contributions of black dance. Kumu Hula Creative Arts Building, 1600 Holloway Avenue. Admission Free. 2 p.m.

ENTERTAINMENT
Tom Cayler. The award-winning actor gives a biting, irreverent and hysterically funny performance as part of Serious Fun! Nightline volunteer training classes start soon.

MEETING

'The Global Walk for a Livable World.' An orientation session from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at 2100 Lake Street concerns upcoming Global Walk. For information and registration call 284-0985.

PHOTOGRAPHY
'Ten Years on Polk St.' An encore showing of the ten-year retrospective of fine art black and white photographs by renowned San Franciscan photographer Mark I. Chester. 1229 Polk St. Saturdays and Sundays November 11-19. 1 to 6 p.m. $2.00 donation requested. For more information call 621-6294.

THEATRE
'Lust and Pity.' Theatre Rhinoceros presents Hilary Sloin's Dyke Noir comedy of obsession love. Tickets $8.00 to $5.00 8 p.m. 2926 16th St. Call 863-4827. The Academy of Tae Kwon Do, 88 Oak St. 9:30 p.m. to 1 am every night.
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Just outside this year’s Exotic Erotic Ball at 8th and Battery St. in S.F., a blow-up doll lies abandoned as police arrest two men involved in a fight allegedly over the plastic wonder.

EXERCISE CLASS FOR PWA’s
An exercise and stretching class is being held every Tuesday and Thursday at Northern California Physical Therapy, 1833 Filmore St. between Sutter and Bush. The class is geared for all levels of ability, there is a $2.00 donation. The class will start at noon and run approximately 45 minutes. For further information please call 346-6008.

THE LOVE PROJECT
THRIFT SHOP
Desperately needs donations of clothing, household goods, etc. for shop at 900 Howard located next to Goodwill. Proceeds will provide food & medical expenses for people with AIDS. Call for drop-off of goods or additional information. (39)

PWA PALS
Don’t spend the rest of your life alone! PWA PALS meets weekly to bring together PWA’s, AIDS +, HIV + men who are seeking for a meaningful relationship within the AIDS crisis. PWA couples are also welcome. Weekly meetings Wednesdays & Thursdays. Guests speakers/participants. Call George at 861-6565 or 649-6565 for information and special events. (43)

I'M A PWA
After 3 months of being product I feel better than I have in 6 years. I’ve been on a Canadian product called Megace since July 25, 1985. I feel welcome. Weekly meetings Sundays, 6-7:30 pm. A support group that meets in a private home on a weekly basis. Talking with others living with AIDS can help you cope. Call 476-3902 for more information, this is a program of the AIDS Health Project. There is no cost. (36)

MOB HOLY REDEEMER ARCH GROUP
If you are in the waiting list for this group or want to join it, please call Regan Chapman or Tom West at 863-1581. (45)

DEATH/ISSUES
Treating the family of one’s own truth- working together- to face death, courage and dignity. Call David: 725-2645.

WEEKLY ARC DROP-IN SUPPORT GROUP
This support group which meets every Thursday at 6 p.m., at Health Center, 3850 17th Street near Sanchez, Room 201. No fee, no advance registration. For more information, call Operation Concern, 626-7000. All persons with ARC are welcome. (48)

ARC INFO BBS
Computerized information, many files of statistics, opinions, resources. Quick, easy, complete. Free since July 25, 1985. Just connect your computer/modem to (415) 626-1244. (43)

ANNOUNCEMENTS
PROJECT IMMUNOLOGY
A study on SIMMOL, an experimental biological compound, will be starting in the near future in the San Francisco Area. Several ongoing studies in Phoenix. A study on IMMUNOL, an experimental compound, will be starting in the near future in the San Francisco Area. Several ongoing studies in Phoenix. A study on IMMUNOL, an experimental compound, will be starting in the near future in the San Francisco Area. Several ongoing studies in Phoenix. A study on IMMUNOL, an experimental compound, will be starting in the near future in the San Francisco Area. Several ongoing studies in Phoenix. A study on IMMUNOL, an experimental compound, will be starting in the near future in the San Francisco Area. Several ongoing studies in Phoenix.

AF-FUNCTICAL PROJECTS
HomeHealthcare live helps combat com- (415) 861-2655. ARC-related debt. Contact 626-7000. For more information, call (415) 861-2655.
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• DEPRESSION
• ANXIETY

MICHAEL E. POLLATSEK, M.D.
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DICK IS EXPANDING!

INSURANCE ACCEPTED

LESBIAN ISSUES.

In their own families, e.g., chaotic. Inconsistencies, not because they lack love and care, but because the environment is toxic. Independence and self-sufficiency patterns that we developed as children are actually self-defeating patterns that we create to avoid our pain and loneliness. In hereditary while growing up. We may and self-defeating patterns that we create to avoid our pain and loneliness.

But if we grow up without a dysfunction, we may and self-defeating patterns that we create to avoid our pain and loneliness.
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TREAT YOURSELF

Sagittarius (Nov 22 - Dec 21): In
now. Others get sick of picking up pieces
be difficult at this time.

Aquarius (Jan 20 - Feb 18): Changes
16th by yourself in work. Thinking
week expect many. Partnership and career

Leo (July 23 - August 22): Pride
and
to the needy on the 10th. 11th and
time. Wake up!! On the 16th domestic blessings
are invaluable. Romance on the 12th and 13th is
impressive. Practicality practically makes you whole week.

Deep Neck & Back! I combine deep tissue
and hot oil therapy in a relaxing Swedish-Italian
style massage. BELIEF IS A PHONE CALL AWAY!!

INVERSION
Rehabilitation the feeling of being
out of control. Combination
of反射ology, Shiatsu, and Acupressure.

Sport Massage
A sports massage is just what
time off. When your body
and energy from a man
be technical and
and trained and experienced.

A Quiet, Intuitive Massage
Professional therapist who teaches the lifestyle
and meditative techniques of
Shiatsu and stress reduction tools for healing.

JAY LYON
Certified Massage Therapist
Deep & intense bodywork
45 min. Full body massage
547-0435

A Personal Oasis
I am a very experienced therapist
create an exceptional massage experience
your body. You can expect quality,
and a nurturing environment.

Nurturing Massage
Full body massage, 90 min.
$55 inside out calls
Rocky + 420-698

Holistic Chiropractic
Serving the community with a unique
approach to balancing the body, mind
and spirit since 1980.

Barrett Falls, D.C.
204 Satul St. (at Market)
Open Saturday for your convenience

VITAL BALANCE
Nutritional and wellness tools for
balancing the body and Soul.

BARTLETT FALLS, D.C.
204 S. Satul St. (Market)
Open Saturday for your convenience.

Somewhere in the Night

...Andrew is waiting for
him to see the light and
the fire for the love of
blood. Andrew, whose
quest for the love of
is sometimes hampere-
d by a troubled creature
which in the Night marks the
time of greatest darkness.
These gripping tales are the stuff
of which dreams are made. They
are the tales of love, hate, death,
and the quest for ultimate
knowledge. Do not be
deterred by the darkness of
the Night, for there is light to
be found within.

Dr. Kaiser is a general practitioner
specializing in chest pain, neuro-
logical and holistic health. To help
patients develop individually tailored
healing programs combining the
techniques of holistic healing with
conventional medical therapies.

Dr. Kaiser's office is located at
547-0371. 111 S 22nd St.

DAVID BUMBER
Certified Reflexologist
Certified Masseur/Fitness Trainer

Certified Masseur Therapist

...The best... Dr. Kaiser's choice.
Gift Certificates Available

MASSAGE

Nurturing Swedish, Shiatsu, and Acupressure

Healing... that is what I offer in
a nurturing environment.

David J. Kaiser, D.C.
621-8142

Effective stress management, adequate
nutrition and vitamin therapy, herbs,
exercise, massage and meditation can
all contribute to the overall healing process.

Relieve stress and restore your body.

Dr. Kaiser is a graduate of the Human
and Natural Therapies program.

In Marin or S.F.

...The best... Doctor's choice.
Gift Certificates Available

Dr. Kaiser is a general practitioner
specializing in chest pain, neurological
and holistic health. He helps patients
develop individually tailored healing programs
combining the techniques of holistic healing with
canadian medical therapies.
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SAN FRANCISCO'S ONLY WEEKLY GUIDE TO GAY PLACES

This week’s Sentinel begins with a political note - the weekly guide to places and hours of gay and lesbian community events. We’re listing events that are due to start on Thursday or Friday, but not Saturday or Sunday. In some cases, we’ve added additional information at the end of the text, please write in.

Bars
Alto Plaza, 2361 Fillmore St. SF. Babydaddy & Friends, Transvestite bar. No dancing.

Ambiance, 4717 Valencia St. SF. Women’s bar. Two tents. Open 6 p.m.

Aunt Charlie’s, 1139 Turk St. SF. Transvestite bar. Mixed crowd.

Bow, 2604 Market St. SF. Men’s bar. Video and,pool table.

B Street, 236 South B St. San Mateo. Street men’s bar. Videos and pool table.

End-Up, 401 6th St. SF. Where disco dancing ended with the Castro. Not for the faint of heart.

Kenmore’s, 1351 Polk St. SF. Old-fashioned neighborhood bar. Younger crowd.

The Gangway, 841 Larkin St. SF. Legendary Biker Bar. Not for wimps!

Kenmore’s, 1351 Polk St. SF. Old-fashioned neighborhood bar. Younger crowd.

KIMO’S, 1351 Polk St. SF. Old-fashioned neighborhood bar. Younger crowd.

The LION PUB - 2062 Divisadero St., San Francisco, CA 94110. A funky place where San Francisco’s gay community hangs out.

Tense place to hangout when you’re through with the Castro. Not for the faint of heart.

Taste, 1913 Turk St. SF. Transvestite bar. Mixed crowd.

Top Hat’s, 3000 Polk St. SF. Old-fashioned neighborhood bar. Younger crowd.

http://www.sfgay.com

Restaurants
Amenities, 44th Street. SF. American food. Fine dining. Mon-Sat 11 a.m. - 10 p.m., Sun 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Bar Bistro, 484 8th St. SF. Bar Bistro. Casual dining. Sat-Sun 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Bistro San Marcos, 2367 Market St. SF. Small Italian ristorante. Mon-Sat 6 p.m. - 10 p.m.

Cafe Flore, 2298 Market St. Outstanding French food. Weekdays 5:30 - 10:30 p.m., Sun 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Dreamland, 715 Harrison St at 3rd. SF. Legendary Biker Bar. Not for wimps!

KIMO’S, 1351 Polk St. SF. Old-fashioned neighborhood bar. Younger crowd.

Colours, 22 4th St. (Scooters) Every Friday and Saturday night at Scooters. Dancing. Mixed crowd.

El Rio, 3148 Mission St. SF. SF Bar and Grill. Legendary Biker Bar. Not for wimps!

End-Up, 401 6th St. SF. Where disco dancing ended with the Castro. Not for the faint of heart.

Fraternity, 22 4th St. Every Friday night at scooter. Dancing.

Kimo’s, 1351 Polk St. SF. Old-fashioned neighborhood bar. Younger crowd.

Las Palmas, 1520 Folsom St. SF. Mexican food. 24 hours.

Lesbian Agenda for Action: political discussion. 3rd Sun of month, 7:30 p.m. at MCC-SF, 150 9th St. RSVP 621-3296.

Lesbian For Action: political discussion. 3rd Sun of month, 7:30 p.m. at MCC-SF, 150 9th St. RSVP 621-3296.

Mama’s, 800 4th St. SF. Italian food. Mon-Thurs 5:30 p.m. - 10 p.m., Fri-Sat 5:30 p.m. - 11 p.m., Sun 10 a.m. - 10 p.m.

Orphan Andy’s, 3991 17th. The only sports bar in the neighborhood. Good food available.

PracHa Ave. 300 Market St. Serves a variety of superb Fabulous spicy food. Go early. Lots of chicken & steaks. 11a.m. - 2 a.m.


The Polite Spectacle, 221 4th St. SF. Bar and Grill. Men and women welcomed. Uncles Butt’s, 4886 18th St. Speakeasy bar. Men and women welcomed.

Three Strings, 715 Haight St. SF. Enjoy great food in this quaint cozy little bar.

White Horse, 6551 Telegraph, Oakland. Bar and Grill. Men and women welcomed.

Zani’s Cafe, 1658 Market Northern. SF. Good food available.

Women’s Spirituality Forum 444-7724.

Women’s Qub. 1650 Mountain Blvd. Berkeley. A women’s Qub. Different woman artists, ritualists, her­
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The Leather Line

TALK LIVE WITH HOT LEATHER MEN 24 HOURS DAILY!

TOPS - BOTTOMS

95 CENTS PER MINUTE

(You must be 18 or older)

1-900-999-6576
1-900-999-OK-SM
When it comes to meeting new friends, your instincts and the Gay Connection and Gay Selectors introduce you to like-minded people.

**The Gay Connection**

For more information:

- **1-900-999-3333**
- **1-900-844-3700**

**Try our demo #81415(391-1457) (one-on-one) (415) 391-0757 (voice personalities)**

**Clarification**

Several issues in the Military use of the internet, as an example, is a common practice in the Air Force and the Navy. However, the term "internet" is not commonly used in this context. There is no direct correlation between military internet usage and the problems described in the article. It is possible that the military could be using something similar to what is being described in the article, such as a "sneakernet" or "outernet", but this is not confirmed. The article does not provide enough information to determine if military internet usage is similar to what is described in the article.

**Personals - Men**

- **RELATIONSHIPS SOUGHT**
  - He helps with men, male, age 21, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

- **HELPS WITH MUSCLE GAINS**
  - He helps with men, age 21, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

- **LETS PLAY TOGETHER**
  - He helps with men, age 21, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

- **SENTINEL CLASSIFIEDS**
  - **PERSONALS - MEN**
    - **HELOOECK EXPERIENCE**
      - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

- **GEOGEO EXPERIENCE**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

- **SUCK PARTY**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

**Religious Service**

- **SERVING MALE AT HOME**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

- **RELIGIOUS SERVICE**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

**Workshops**

- **MEETING**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

**Music Sources**

- **BERLIN**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

- **RECORDS**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

**Art**

- **PACIFIC HEIGHTS ART CENTER**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

- **ENTERTAINMENT**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

**READ**

**"PRIMAL THREAT: An Introduction To Homophobia"**

**REFERENCES**

- **MAKING THE BEST USE OF AIDS TESTING**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

**ADULT BOOKS**

- **تقنية إلى الأدوية غير الموجبة**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

**Children's Books**

- **THE GROWTH OF LUCY**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

**Classifieds**

- **PERSONALS - MEN**
  - **RELATIONSHIPS SOUGHT**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

- **HELP WANTED**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

- **PERSONALS - MEN**
  - **RELATIONSHIPS SOUGHT**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

**ARTS FOR LIFE**

- **BENEFIT MEETING**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

**Music Sources**

- **BERLIN**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

**FASHION**

- **FASHION**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

**READINGS**

- **SELECTIONS**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

**JAGUAR MUSEUM BOOKS**

- **SAME DAY PICK-UP**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

**HIV TESTING**

- **HIV TESTING**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

**READERS ADVANCE**

- **READERS ADVANCE**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

**RECENT**

- **RECENT**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

**THE SEVEN SISTERS**

- **THE SEVEN SISTERS**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

**T-CELL**

- **T-CELL**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

**PIG FEED AND PIG FARMING**

- **PIG FEED AND PIG FARMING**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.

**PIG FARMING**

- **PIG FARMING**
  - He helps with men, male, average, trained, experience, average. He is interested in helping men with the skills he has learned.
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The People Behind AIDS for Life by Kathryn Baca

I will take an act of God to interfere with Monday night's planned benefit for the American Cancer Society and various AIDS organizations. But not that organizer Deborah Strobin says. Strobin, a former designer and politico, had many friends to AIDS. When she heard that a former colleague had died from AIDS, and the end of his life she found herself in financial distress, but refused to ask anyone for help because of his pride. Strobin knew that there had to be a way to do something for others in this situation.

"I wanted to do something in the City," she said. "I went to help." Because Strobin contacted Doris Fisher at the San Francisco AIDS Project that's a very close correlation between AIDS and cancer," she said. "I wanted to do something providing the money stayed in the City Area."

What has evolved is a National event that has been underwritten by European universities. Everyone from the shoes to the performers' time has been graciously donated. "We were hurt terribly by the earthquake," Strobin says. "People in New York wanted to help us in San Francisco. When Jerry Herman heard we were doing this he wanted to participate."

The proceeds from the event will benefit the American Cancer Society," she said. "We've lost a lot of people in the East and we lost a lot of people in the West."

"I thought I was special before my diagnosis," she said. "But now I know I'm really not special. If you have a fear of AIDS, don't come to San Francisco."

"I don't want to make the mistake of being voice-activated. As I was talking with a PWA, what if they could have a voice activated," she says. "We've had a lot of people talking about this idea."

"I thought I was special before my diagnosis," she said. "But now I know I'm really not special. If you have a fear of AIDS, don't come to San Francisco."
THEATRE

Christmas Tuna Style
By Kathleen Rava

I t's Christmas time in Tuna, and Vern Dwyer, Dale Stwayne, Bertha Bamiller, and the rest of the cast of Greater Tuna are back on stage at the Martins Memorial Theatre.

A Tuna Christmas is as funny as it is long-running, thanks to its creator, Joe Sears. But what makes this show so appealing is the fact that the characters in the play are all real people, people you know, people who are part of our everyday lives.

The characters are recognizable, the story is relatable, and the humor is spot-on. It's a show that everyone can relate to, and it's a show that never fails to make us laugh.

The show is on for the next few weeks, so if you haven't seen it yet, you should try to catch it. It's a show that everyone should see at least once.

Joanna Haigood.

BLACK CHOREOGRAPHERS
Moving Towards the 21st Century
By Henri Dout

In 1990, the National Endowment for the Arts sponsored a project called "The Legacy of Black Choreographers," which was intended to bring attention to the contributions of Black choreographers to the world of dance.

The project was successful in bringing attention to the work of many Black choreographers, but it was also important in creating a space for these choreographers to showcase their work and to be recognized for their contributions.

In the years since, the work of Black choreographers has continued to grow and to evolve. Many have gone on to create successful careers for themselves and to become leaders in the field.

Black choreographers have been at the forefront of the movement to bring diversity and inclusion to the world of dance. They have created new works and reinterpreted classical pieces, always striving to push the boundaries of what is possible in dance.

Their work is a testament to the power of art to create change and to bring people together. And it is a reminder that, even in the face of adversity, the human spirit can triumph.
**MOVIES**

**November Movie Preview**

**MORE TO BE THANKFUL FOR**

By Steve Warren

A few years ago the fall was written off as dead for new movies; the studios were reluctant to release anything they had hoped for between Labor Day and Christmas. Then the studios started releasing their new movies a week or two early to avoid the fall slump, but not all proved to hold on past October with their showing. Here's how the new changing date affects the results of the fall.

**Country Music**

Anne Murray/Volume II

By Tyler Swartman

If you remember the woman whose music was a constant companion in the car, you'll probably recognize her voice on the radio today. She's Anne Murray, and she's been producing and releasing albums for over 20 years. Her latest studio album, "Country Music," is no exception to her prolific career in the music industry. Murray has always been known for her soulful voice and her ability to connect with her audience through her music. In "Country Music," she takes listeners on a journey through the stories of her life, and the songs she sings are a testament to her resilience and strength.

**CLASSICS**

Society of Gay and Lesbian Composers Makes Lasting Contribution

By Bill Hark

The Society of Gay and Lesbian Composers (SGLC) was founded in 1977 with the goal of supporting and promoting the work of gay and lesbian composers. Since then, the Society has come a long way, and it has made a lasting contribution to the world of classical music.

The Society of Gay and Lesbian Composers (SGLC) was founded in 1977 with the goal of supporting and promoting the work of gay and lesbian composers. Since then, the Society has come a long way, and it has made a lasting contribution to the world of classical music. The Society has helped to bring attention to the unique and diverse perspectives of gay and lesbian composers, and it has provided a platform for them to showcase their work.

The Society of Gay and Lesbian Composers (SGLC) was founded in 1977 with the goal of supporting and promoting the work of gay and lesbian composers. Since then, the Society has come a long way, and it has made a lasting contribution to the world of classical music. The Society has helped to bring attention to the unique and diverse perspectives of gay and lesbian composers, and it has provided a platform for them to showcase their work. The Society's work has been lauded by critics and audiences alike, and it has helped to make the world of classical music a more inclusive and diverse place.

**Hed'Le Domino**

A French Restaurant and Bar

Open 5:30 p.m. - 2 a.m.

217 4th Street • SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115

**MIXED BAR**

**WELCOME**

More of our daily specials...
**Bay Dining**

**Thumbs Up for Maltese Grille**

By Mike Shek

For some time in the downtown of 1920s and 30s, the Maltese Grill was a must for an evening out. A cozy little spot nestled next to the St. Francis Hotel, the club was a favorite of the local Al Capone gang. The place was so intimate that the club was hidden behind a curtain at 4 a.m. and stayed open till dawn, hence the name. The Maltese Grill was a private club, and only accessible to those who knew the password.

The new Maltese Club has recently opened in the old space of the former San Francisco Steakhouse. The menu offers a mix of Italian and Italian-American cuisine, with a focus on seafood and pasta dishes. The atmosphere is cozy and intimate, reminiscent of the old club.

**Rock**

It’s Time for Some Real Music

By Maryske Tobin

For fans of real music, a real treat is in store this weekend. The Stones Club is hosting a series of concerts featuring some of the best local talent.

The lineup includes:

- **Kate Webster’s** latest album, *Two Fisted Mama* (Alligator Records). Webster’s last album, *Student Body*, was awarded a Grammy for Best Blues Album of 1989. Her voice is full of emotion and energy, and her music is always moving.

- **Taylor, the Queen of the Blues**, is back with her latest album, *Money Honey or Hussy Honey*. This album is a testament to her vocal power and range.

- **The San Francisco Spikes National Women’s Softball League** (SFSWBL) has announced the remaining dates of their 1990 season. Fans can look forward to games throughout the season. For more information, visit SFSWBL.com.

**Sports Scope**

**Sports Notes**

**San Francisco**

**Speaks 1990-91 Marin Soccer Schedule**

League: MONDAY COMMUNITY

**San Francisco Spikes National Women’s Softball League**

The San Francisco Spikes National Women’s Softball League has announced the remaining dates of their 1990 season. Fans can look forward to games throughout the season. For more information, visit SFSWBL.com.

**Community Basketball Action—Gays Drop Two of Three**

By Jack T. Mcdevon

The YWCA basketball team has been in a bit of a rut lately, but they managed to pull off a win against the SF Spikes. The game was close, but the YWCA team pulled ahead in the final minutes to secure the victory. The YWCA will continue to compete in the San Francisco Women’s Basketball League, with games scheduled throughout the season.

**Team San Francisco Offers New Gay Games Warm-Ups at Reduced Prices**

Team San Francisco has announced new warm-up options for the upcoming Gay Games. The warm-ups will be held at the DNA Lounge and include everything from yoga classes to dance workshops. For more information, visit TeamSanFran.org.

**New Rules Order for Gay Games**

The new rules order for the Gay Games allows for more inclusivity and representation of all athletes, regardless of gender identity or sexual orientation. The rules are designed to ensure a fair and safe competition for all participants.

**Dawn Club**
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Open for dinner Thur’5:30-11:30 p.m., Fri.’s 5:30-11:30 p.m., Sat. to 10:50 p.m.

Dawn Club as a drive back home from work.

577-1955. Open for dinner Thur’d 5:30-11:30 p.m., Fri.’s 5:30-11:30 p.m., Sat. to 10:50 p.m.

Dawn Club as a drive back home from work.
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IT'S TIME FOR SOME REAL MUSIC

By Marykope Tobin

It's time for real music for real people by a real woman: Katie Webster's Two Final Mamas (Alligator Records). My background is Separate Lives, a band of 1970s female musicians who were part of the old Dawn Club spirit. Two of the better known artists in attendance over the weekend were a notorious speakeasy in the 20s. It opened at 2 a.m. and stayed open till 7 a.m. After Prohibition, The Dawn Club became a jazz hangout with a renowned manager, Wally and Theatricals. Divided fame two of the better known artists in attendance over the weekend.

For a few moments, I was in a Spanish ski lodge, the kitchen really showed itself. I was there with my friends. I feel the music, the atmosphere, the food. The food and wine from the well regarded Fourth Street Grill in Berkeley, a restaurant on the frontiers of food along with Otez and the Maltese Grill. It comes from the South Sea.

Katie Webster's strong voice defines American at its Best...

Winchester, Team SF I lost again yesterday but imagine. Washed down with a glass of Grand Marnier Chocolat at The Herb and Weft and we're back until early next year. However, you have a chance to see her again in a couple of weeks. The team running the Maltese has been out for the last few days.

The San Francisco Spikes National Gay Soccer Champions are looking forward to a new list of opponents. The San Francisco Spikes announced that they have been added to the 30th Annual Carlsbad Rugged Dogue Dogie Race held on November 12, with participation in 300-500 m. and 500-1000 m. and 500-1500 m. races.

The new schedule for the Short Spring Leagues announced its new schedules for the Short Spring Leagues. The new schedule for the Short Spring Leagues will start on December 5 - bowls at the Emeryville's Recreational Center, other bowling at the Berkeley Community Center. Fans are invited to participate. The San Francisco Spikes National Gay Soccer Champions will start the new schedule.

SUNDAY AFTERNOON TRIBUNO A BRAND NEW DAYTIME LEAGUE. This league is for people who work nights, bartenders, etc. and will meet this evening. The league will start on December 5 - bowls at the Berkeley Community Center, other bowling at the Berkeley Community Center. Fans are invited to participate.
Veterans Day

UNIFORM COSTUME PARTY

Friday, Nov. 10th

$100 1st
75 2nd
50 3rd

FREE WESTERN DANCING LESSONS
Mon. - Thurs.
7:30 to 9:30

280 SEVENTH STREET (JUST OFF FOLSOM)
SAN FRANCISCO
(415) 621-1197

OPEN 7 DAYS
11 AM—2 AM